
The reasons for record rejection 
As indicated in the statement preceding its report for 1972 (Brit. 
Birds, 66: 329-330), the Rarities Committee still has difficulty in 
getting observers to appreciate how critical decisions on rarity 
records can be. This is particularly true of certain species subject to 
confusion with others which are closely similar and often much 
commoner. Their definite identity may therefore be masked by 
adverse circumstances or by lack of precise detail. Such problematic 
records often attract verdicts such as 'too marginal', 'probable 
only', or 'cannot accept as 100%'; a condensed, fictitious example 
follows: 
SPECIES CLAIMED Great Snipe Gallinago media 
DIGEST OF NOTES 'A solitary snipe flushed from dry edge of sewage bed, flew 
away fast but without twisting; looked bulky and dark, showed white tail corners; 
silent; no other snipe nearby, size seemed close to Redshank Tringa totanus; 
observer familiar with Snipe G. gallinago and Jack Snipe Lymnocryptes minimus, 
but this bird looked very different and identified as Great on silence, white in 
tail, and size.' 
DIGEST OF COMMITTEE COMMENTS 'Details insufficient for certain identifi
cation ; could have been a roosting, possibly injured, large Snipe which did not call; 
observer clearly unaware of mainly white tips to outer tail-feathers in young 
Snipe; safer to reject.' 

Judgement is also made difficult when the details submitted are 
incomplete or too brief for a total picture of the bird observed to 
be ascertained. Often further investigation of such claims indicates 
that a mistake has been made, as follows: 
SPECIES CLAIMED Aquatic Warbler Acrocephaluspaludicola 
DIGEST OF NOTES 'Small, streaked Acrocephalus in reeds by path; four brief 
views showed bird to be yellower than Sedge Warblers A. schoenobaenus nearby; 
streaked rump not seen, but head pattern of creamy supercilia and thin but 
marked pale stripe on mid-crown looked different; not associating with Sedge.' 
DIGEST OF INITIAL COMMITTEE COMMENTS 'Observer clearly aware of 
difference between two species but his notes do not certainly exclude immature 
Sedge; probable only; other observers reported this bird, therefore obtain further 
descriptions and then recirculate.' 
DIGEST OF ADDITIONAL NOTES 'Crown stripe yellowish, thickly mottled dark; 
supercilia whitish, not reaching far behind eye; underparts yellowest along flanks; 
legs not seen.' 
DIGEST OF FINAL COMMITTEE COMMENTS 'Record not helped by additional 
notes which indicate bird was immature Sedge (supercilia of Aquatic long and 
buffy, reaching nape); now reject.' 

The vast majority of records found unacceptable by the Rarities 
Committee resemble the two examples above, especially the first. 
Both contain what might be termed 'good starts' but fail in the 
end. There was no certain negative mark against the Great Snipe 
claim but equally there was no clinching positive one; the com-
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mittee therefore played it safe. Rejection of the Aquatic Warbler 
claim occurred because finally a mistake in diagnosis was evident. 

There are other factors which attract particularly careful atten
tion. The most frequent is the continuing danger of escape by captive 
birds, now numbering at least 1,500 species in Britain alone and the 
subject of a recent paper in this journal {Brit. Birds, 67: 177-197). 
The consequences are twofold. First, there are records of species 
whose identity is not in doubt but whose origin is. Secondly, there 
are many exotic species in captivity which closely resemble known 
or potential migrants and vagrants. The committee tries hard to 
keep abreast of importations into Britain and continental Europe. 
In the case of any new or significant record, the advice of M. D. 
England is always sought before any final decision is taken, and the 
species comments in the annual report have attempted to give a 
balanced view of the escape situation for those species most hedged 
by it. 

Perhaps more serious is the concern that arises when the date or 
locality of a vagrant departs radically from its established pattern, 
for example a Pallas's Warbler Phylloscopus proregulus before any 
Yellow-browed Warblers P. inornatus. In such cases the committee 
expects or must ask for exceptional attention to detail and, in its 
absence, often feels compelled to play safe. There is also the problem 
of disagreements among observers over identifications, whether 
concurrent with the actual record or subsequent to it, and of the 
sometimes angry controversies that result. The committee may or 
may not choose to referee such situations; but certainly serious bona 
fide requests for reconsideration in the light of new evidence directly 
affecting a record or altering the criteria used in its original judge
ment have never been refused. It must be repeated, however, 
that the committee has no sixth sense, and there are occasions 
when observer disputes damage a record beyond repair or leave 
it hopelessly suspended. Once again rejection is the only safe course. 

Finally, it may be noted that records found unacceptable on 
grounds of incredible or clearly exaggerated evidence are happily 
very few and far between. The committee feels obliged to point out 
some errors of this kind, but only in the hope that early correction 
will assist the errant observers concerned to accept the common 
disciplines of the vast majority and thereby to overcome their very 
human desire for a new 'tick'. Proof of the repeated unreliability 
of a particular observer remains very rare, and determined dis
honesty such as evidently afflicted many of the Hastings Rarities 
(see Brit. Birds, 55: 281-384; 62: 364-381; 64: 61-68) has never, to 
our knowledge, reappeared in the national record of sight or in-the-
hand identifications. D . I . M . W A L L A C E 
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